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Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) is an exotic plant species that is effectively controlled by Neochetina spp. weevils. This study
is aimed at determining if spectroscopic data may be utilized to predict insect-induced stress on water hyacinth plants. Single target
regression trees (STRTs), multitarget regression trees (MTRTs), and random forest multitarget regression trees (RF-MTRTs) have
been used to predict feeding scar damage (FSD) and relative leaf chlorophyll content (RLCC) from hyperspectral canopy reflectance
data. Results from this study show that the correlation coefficient of STRTs (training accuracy: 76%–97%; validation accuracy:
47%–86%) performs better than MTRTs (training accuracy: 74%–90%; validation accuracy: 45%–77%) for all infestation levels
but are difficult to interpret simultaneously. In contrast, MTRTs (size: 23–35 nodes) are much smaller and more interpretable
than STRTs (size: 11–47 nodes) because they predict FSD and RLCC simultaneously. Importantly, RF-MTRTs (training
accuracy: 95%–98%; validation accuracy: 55%–88%) yield better predictive performance than STRTs and MTRTs for all
infestation levels. It is concluded that MTRTs can be utilized for model interpretation as they are more interpretable; however,
RF-MTRTs offer an improved predictive performance.

1. Introduction

Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) is an exotic invasive
plant species that occurs as mats on the surface of freshwater
bodies [1]. Native to Brazil, water hyacinth has spread to
most tropical and subtropical countries suitable for their
development [2, 3]. Water hyacinth was first introduced into
South African waters around the 1900s [2] and is currently
classified as a category 1b invader according to South African
legislation, requiring compulsory control. The resilience of
this highly invasive exotic weed can be attributed to the prev-
alence of highly eutrophic waters and the absence of natural
enemies [3–5]. Water hyacinth plants have been reported to
hinder fishing activities, reduce water quality, impede water
usage, and obstruct navigation waterways [6–9] thus placing
severe strain on South Africa’s limited water resources. In
response to this growing ecological concern, biocontrol

programs have been initiated in an effort to alleviate the
ecological impact imposed on freshwater ecosystems.

The release of biocontrol agents is recognized as an effec-
tive solution to sustainably control water hyacinth monocul-
tures. Neochetina eichhorniae and Neochetina bruchi are two
biocontrol agents currently being introduced into freshwater
ecosystems throughout South Africa. Their utility is war-
ranted as many studies have demonstrated the efficacy of
N. eichhorniae and N. bruchi weevils in reducing weed den-
sity, plant vigor, and reproductive potential [10, 11]. Adult
weevils achieve this through feeding by forming rectangular
scars on the surface of the leaf [12, 13]. The weevils remove
extensive proportions of epidermal tissue at the leaf surface
as well as feed on the photosynthetic layers below the leaf
surface [13, 14]. Continuous damage negatively affects the
functioning of the chloroplasts subsequently reducing rela-
tive leaf chlorophyll content (RLCC) and the photosynthetic
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capacity of the leaves [15]. Consequently, feeding scar dam-
age (FSD) and RLCC can be used as bioindicators of mor-
phological and physiological damage inflicted to water
hyacinth plants. Over time, the combined effects of morpho-
logical and physiological stress result in increased leaf mor-
tality, a reduction in plant biomass, and possible plant
mortality [16–18]. The ability to quantify the damage
inflicted by biocontrol, that is, RLCC and FSD, of variable
infestation levels is essential to establishing the efficiency of
biocontrol agents to characterize the health status of water
hyacinth plants.

Currently, reconnaissance surveys are conducted by
manually sampling water hyacinth plants periodically to
ascertain the severity of the damage inflicted by biocontrol
and the health status of water hyacinth plants. Recently,
hyperspectral remote sensing technologies have emerged as
a powerful tool to synoptically detect, monitor, and predict
vegetation stress [19–22]. Laboratory-based spectroscopic
studies can contribute towards exploring the operational
potential of predicting different severities of biocontrol dam-
age from remotely sensed data [23]. Hyperspectral data is
captured at a high spectral resolution (10nm) warranting
the identification of key spectral regions or diagnostic fea-
tures that form the leaf optical properties which are related
to the biochemical and/or biophysical status of the plants
[24]. Importantly, identifying spectral regions that represent
responses to key physiological processes (chlorophyll con-
tent, chlorophyll fluorescence, carbon, and nitrogen) can be
used to detect vegetation stress prior to effects being seen
visually [25]. Generally, changes of leaf reflectance in the
visible region (350–700nm) and near-infrared region
(700–1000nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum are indica-
tion of vegetation stress [26]. The ability to relate key spec-
tral regions or bands with biocontrol damage reference
measurements would allow for the development of cali-
brated models to monitor and possibly predict previsual
and visual biocontrol damage. Consequently, it is impera-
tive to investigate state-of-the-art modelling techniques to
determine if these techniques can produce high nowcasting
and possibly predictive accuracies when dealing with high
dimensional datasets.

Over the last decade, a suite of machine learning algo-
rithms (e.g., artificial neural networks, support vector
machines, and fuzzy logic) has emerged as an accurate
alternative to conventional parametric linear modelling tech-
niques. One such technique is single target regression trees
(STRT) conducting binary recursive partitioning producing
a set of rules and a regression model to predict a single
response variable [27, 28]. Several studies have successfully
demonstrated the utility of STRTs as a powerful tool for data
prediction [29–31]. This study attempts to predict biocontrol
damage on water hyacinth plants which to the author’s
knowledge has not been explored before. STRTs offer numer-
ous advantages as a potential operational tool for biocontrol
damage monitoring and prediction. STRTs are efficient when
dealing with high dimensional datasets and produce a
descriptive model [32]. Importantly, STRTs do not rely on
data distribution assumptions and the algorithm can map
nonlinear relationships between features (i.e., bands) and

response variables in complex data spaces [32]. However, a
limitation of STRTs is that only one response variable can
be predicted per training session. In addition, STRTs can lead
to the construction of complex trees that do not generalize
well from the training data resulting in overfitting. To ascer-
tain and understand the overall status of water hyacinth
plants, environmental managers would have to construct
STRTs for each response variable and then try to aggre-
gate the output of the models. This process would be time
consuming and inefficient to conduct. Alternatively, a more
efficient approach would be to construct a model that
simultaneously predicts multiple biocontrol parameters
(i.e., responses) with one training session.

Multitarget regression trees (MTRTs) predict several
numeric response variables simultaneously [29] and offer
several advantages over STRTs. For example, MTRTs are
smaller in size than STRTs and are faster to train thus making
themmore efficient to implement [30]. Furthermore, MTRTs
explain dependencies between different variables [30] and
are more interpretable than several STRTs [33]. Several stud-
ies have explored and successfully demonstrated the utility of
MTRTs to predict multiple response variables simulta-
neously [29, 30, 33–35]. However, to the author’s knowledge,
only Stojanova et al. [30] have used MTRTs and STRTs to
predict vegetation height and canopy cover from remotely
sensed data. Results showed that the MTRTs performed sig-
nificantly better than STRTs when predicting canopy cover.
This highlights the operational potential of MTRTs to simul-
taneously predict RLCC and FSD from hyperspectral data.
This study attempts to implement MTRTs to not only predict
biocontrol damage but also identify the most influential
bands which is important to understand the relationship
between influential bands and response variables. Although
MTRTs construct easily interpretable models with good pre-
dictive performance, they are unstable. Small variations in
the data might result in a completely different tree being gen-
erated. Unstable predictive models can be combined into an
ensemble to improve predictive performance. Random forest
multitarget regression trees (RF-MTRTs) are an ensemble of
predictive models that when combined increases the predic-
tive performance of their base classifiers [30]. For example,
Kocev et al. [34] reported an improvement in the predictive
performance when implementing RF-MTRTs compared
with MTRTs and attributed the improvement to the ensem-
ble method. However, despite the advantage of improving
the predictive performance, RF-MTRTs are not interpretable
because hundreds of MTRTs are constructed in an ensemble.
Consequently depending on the goal of the application,
either an interpretable model can be generated or a model
that yields a high predictive performance.

In light of the above, this study is aimed at determin-
ing if hyperspectral data can be applied to monitor and pre-
dict biocontrol measures of variable infection levels to water
hyacinth plants. More specifically, the objectives of this study
are to (1) compare the interpretability of STRTs and MTRTs
to predict FSD and RLCC of variable infection levels on water
hyacinth plants and (2) compare the predictive performance
of STRTs, MTRTs, and RF-MTRTs to predict FSD and RLCC
of variable infection levels on water hyacinth plants.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Procedure. The experimental procedure
implemented in this study was similar to that implemented
by Agjee et al. [23]. However, in this study, three Neochetina
spp. infestation levels, that is, low (two adult male weevils
per plant), medium (four adult male weevils per plant),
and high (six adult male weevils per plant) were considered
to model biocontrol measures from plant spectral reflec-
tance [6]. The three infestation levels were then applied
for all subsequent analysis.

2.2. Leaf Variables. Leaf variables sampled included FSD
and RLCC. Leaf variables were sampled on the two youn-
gest and two oldest unfurled leaves on each plant [13].
FSD is determined by counting the number of weevil feed-
ing scars on the adaxial leaf laminae on each of the leaves.
Subsequently, the chlorophyll content of each of the leaves
has been measured using a SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter
[36]. The SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter has a measurement
area of 0.06 cm2 and utilizes the 650nm and 940nm wave-
lengths to estimate relative chlorophyll content [37, 38].
Three measurements were recorded on each of the leaves
by positioning the leaf over the receptor window and clos-
ing the measuring head. FSD and RLCC measurements
were averaged for each plant.

2.3. Canopy Reflectance Measurements. Canopy reflectance
spectra were captured for low, moderate, and high infestation
levels in the same manner as that employed by Agjee et al.
[23] over five weeks of infestation. However, in this study,
reflectance spectra captured for each week were combined
for each infestation level.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

2.4.1. Analysis of Variance. A one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to ascertain whether differences in
FSD and RLCC occur between the variable infestation
levels. ANOVAs were performed using TANAGRA version
1.4.50 [40].

2.5. Machine Learning for Biocontrol Modelling

2.5.1. Single Target Regression Trees. Individual STRTs were
constructed to predict FSD and RLCC from canopy reflec-
tance spectra for each infection level. A STRT is a hierarchi-
cal structure that recursively partitions a set of training
observations to produce a model that will predict a single
response variable from unseen observations [41]. A STRT is
comprised of a root node, branches, internal nodes, and
leaves [34]. Initially, the algorithm begins at the root node
which contains all the training observations. Subsequently,
the dataset is recursively partitioned into subsets at each
internal node based on the predictor test. The heuristic func-
tion used for selecting the predictor test at each internal node
is based on the intracluster variation summed over the
subsets induced by the predictor test [29]. The intracluster
variation is defined by

N · 〠
T

t=1
Var yt , 1

where N is the number of examples in the cluster, T is the
number of response variables, and Var [yt] is the variance
of response variable yt in the cluster.

The goal of the heuristic function is to guide the algo-
rithm towards small trees with good predictive performance
[29]. The partitioning process is terminated when a stopping
criterion is met [29, 34]. In this study, the F-test stop criterion
is used where a node will be split only when a statistical F-test
indicates a significant reduction of variance inside the sub-
sets. The F-test value is optimized using the following
values: 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.125. On termina-
tion, the prediction value of the response variable is stored
in each leaf. The predicted value is calculated as the mean
value of the response variable for the observations that are
stored in that leaf [30].

In this study, STRTs were pruned using the M5 pruning
method [42–44]. The M5 pruning method builds a multivar-
iate linear model for each node using the observations in the
node and the predictors tested in the subtree [42–44]. M5
then calculates the mean absolute deviation of the linear
model which is then multiplied by a heuristic penalization
factor [42–44]. The resulting error estimate is then compared
with the error estimate for the subtree, and if the latter is
larger, the subtree is pruned [42–44]. STRTs were con-
structed using the CLUS software [45].

2.5.2. Multitarget Regression Trees. AMTRT was constructed
to simultaneously predict FSD and RLCC using canopy
reflectance data for each infection level. A MTRT is a hierar-
chy of clusters that produces a model to simultaneously pre-
dict several response variables from unseen observations
[29]. Initially, the algorithm begins at the root node which
contains a set of training data. Subsequently, the training
dataset is recursively partitioned into smaller subsets using
a heuristic function that selects a predictor test at each node
[29]. Similar to STRTs, the heuristic function used for select-
ing the predictor test at each internal node is based on the
intracluster variation summed over the subsets induced by
the predictor test [29]. The variance function is standardized
so that the relative contribution of the different targets to the
heuristic score is equal [33]. The partitioning process stops
when the F-test stop criterion is met [35]. On termination,
the response variables (i.e., FSD and RLCC) are calculated
for each leaf. The predicted value for each response variable
is calculated as the mean value of the response variable for
the observations that are stored in the corresponding leaf
[30]. MTRTs are pruned using the M5 pruning method
[42–44]. In this study, MTRTs were constructed using CLUS
software [45].

2.5.3. Random Forest Ensemble of Multitarget Regression
Trees. The random forest algorithm constructs an ensemble
of individually grown MTRTs with the prediction of
response variables (i.e., FSD and RLCC) based on an average
prediction of the response variables for all the regression
trees in the forest [46–48]. At the outset bootstrap,
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aggregation is employed to create new bootstrap samples
[49, 50]. Subsequently, a single MTRT is built for each boot-
strap sample and the tree is grown fully without pruning
[33]. Since random forest introduces randomness to the
regression process, the accuracy of the prediction is
improved and the correlation between individual MTRTs
is reduced [48, 51]. Random forest introduces randomness
through bagging and by choosing a random subset of predic-
tors at each splitting node. The final prediction of each
response variable is calculated by averaging the output pre-
dictions of the MTRT models in the ensemble [30]. The ran-
dom forest multitarget analysis was implemented within
CLUS software [45]. In this study, the number of trees
grown (ntree) per ensemble is 500 trees. The default mtry
value was used which is given by the function F where
F= log2 (number of predictors + 1).

2.5.4. Evaluating Regression Trees.Model interpretability has
been evaluated by determining the size of STRT and MTRT
after pruning. The size of the regression trees was calculated
as the sum of the nodes (internal nodes and leaves) used to
construct the tree [29]. Model size is important to note
because the complexer the tree the more bands are used
and the more complex the interpretation can be. In addition,
each STRT and MTRT model was inspected to determine
key spectral regions and identify influential bands used as
decision rules to construct the trees.

A 10-fold crossvalidation was performed to validate the
regression models constructed. The original dataset was par-
titioned into ten stratified subsamples, where each subsample
was used as a validation dataset while the remaining sub-
samples were used as training datasets [52]. A regression
model was then constructed for the training dataset and
the error computed using the test dataset for each fold
[52]. The final error is an average of 10 folds to provide a
single error estimation.

As recommended by Stojanova et al. [30] and used in
other studies [29, 34, 35], the predictive performance of the
STRT, MTRT, and RF-MTRT was evaluated by computing
the Pearson correlation coefficient and root mean square
error (RMSE). The correlation coefficient indicates the

direction and strength of a linear relationship between two
random variables and has been calculated using

r = 〠n
i=1XiYi − 〠n

i=1Xi=1〠
n
i=1Yi=1/n

〠n
i=1X

2 − 〠n
i=1Xi

2/n 〠n
i=1Y

2 − 〠n
i=1Yi

2/n
,

2

where Xi and Yi are the ith observations of the variables x
and y, and n is the total number of pairs of x-y observations.

The RMSE is a measure of the differences between the
value predicted by the model and the values actually
observed. The RMSE was calculated using formula

RMSE = 〠n
i=1 ŷi − yi

2

n
, 3

where yiis the observed value and ŷi is the predicted value for
the ith observation.

3. Results

3.1. Biocontrol Damage of Variable Infestation Levels. The
extent of biocontrol damage on water hyacinth plants for
the three infestation levels over a period of five weeks is
shown in Figure 1. It was observed that water hyacinth plants
with a low infestation level were healthy after four weeks of
infestation. Plants with a medium and high infestation level
showed moderate and severe damage after three weeks of
infestation. Water hyacinth plants exposed to a high infesta-
tion level decreased producing new leaves and decreased in
plant size. The base of the petioles were severely eaten with
leaves showing signs of desiccation and eventually falling of
the petiole.

3.2. Reflectance Spectra of Variable Infestation Levels.
Figure 2 shows the spectral reflectance for the three infesta-
tion levels over five weeks. It is clear that the low infestation
level exhibited higher reflectance spectra than the medium
and high infestation levels. In addition, the spectral

Infestation
levels 

Acclimation 
period Week one Week two Week three Week four Week five

Low
(two weevils) 

Medium
(four weevils)

High
(six weevils)

Figure 1: Photographs showing the progression of low, medium, and high weevil damage on water hyacinth plants over five weeks of
infestation (adapted from Agjee et al. [23]).
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reflectance for the infestation levels was variable over the
duration of the stressor.

3.3. Descriptive Statistics. The descriptive statistics for FSD
and RLCC measurements is presented in Table 1. The high-
est mean RLCC was achieved for the low infestation level
(42.95 spad units). The mean RLCC for the high infestation
level (41.00 spad units) was lower than the medium infesta-
tion level (41.91 spad units). The mean number of feeding
scars progressively increased from the low infestation level
(n = 20 47) to the high infestation level (n = 69 39).

The results of the one-way ANOVA indicated that there
was a significant difference (p < 0 01) in the number of feed-
ing scars between the variable infestation levels. In addition,
the results of the one-way ANOVA showed that there was a

significant difference (p < 0 01) in the RLCC between the
infestation levels.

3.4. Single Target Regression Trees. The size of STRT models
was used as a measure of interpretability because the deeper
the model, the more numerous and more complex the deci-
sion rules are, thereby decreasing the interpretability of the
model [29]. The interpretability of STRT models used to pre-
dict FSD decreased as the size of the models increased and
the level of infestation also increased (low=17 nodes,
medium=56 nodes, and high=65 nodes). However, the size
and interpretability of STRT models used to predict RLCC
were variable across the three infestation levels (low=71
nodes, medium=41 nodes, and high= 53 nodes). The dee-
pest and least interpretable model was the STRT model
which was used to predict RLCC for the low infestation level
(size = 71 nodes). In contrast, the most interpretable model
was the STRT model used to predict FSD model for the low
infestation level (size = 17 nodes). Overall, the results indicate
that STRT models constructed to predict FSD and RLCC
were large and deep, exhibiting numerous complex decision
rules that are difficult to interpret.

Even though STRT models were difficult to interpret,
each STRT model was inspected to determine key spectral
regions and identify influential bands that were used as deci-
sion rules to construct the models. Generally, bands from all
three spectral regions (visible, near-infrared, and shortwave
infrared region) were used as decision rules to construct each
FSD and RLCC model (Figure 3). However, more bands
from the visible region (350–700 nm) were used as decision
rules than bands from the near-infrared (700–1000 nm)
and shortwave infrared region (1000–2500 nm), highlight-
ing the importance of the visible region in predicting
FSD and RLCC. A closer inspection of STRT models used
to predict FSD revealed that the most influential bands at
the root node were located at 696nm, 409nm, and 384nm
for the low, medium, and high infestation levels, respectively.
The most important bands at the root node of STRT
models used to predict RLCC were located at 695 nm,
629 nm, and 746nm for the low, medium, and high infesta-
tion levels, respectively.

The STRT models used to predict FSD and RLCC for
the high infestation level are illustrated in Figure 4. The
models describe the important bands that influence FSD
and RLCC prediction for the high infestation level. The
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Figure 2: Spectral reflectance for the variable infestation levels (low,
medium, and high) under laboratory conditions. Noisy spectral
regions were removed (adapted from Agjee et al. [23]).

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the measured RLCC and FSD over
five weeks.

Infestation
level

Parameter Mean Minimum Maximum
Standard
deviation

Low
RLCC 42.95 21.45 58.03 7.69

FSD 20.47 0.00 58.75 14.13

Medium
RLCC 41.91 20.43 57.90 8.14

FSD 38.14 1.75 110.50 21.69

High
RLCC 41.00 10.87 56.00 10.04

FSD 69.39 0.00 338 44.90

RLCC: relative leaf chlorophyll content; FSD: feeding scar damage.
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most influential bands defining the FSDmodel are located at
384nm, 355 nm, 689nm, 406 nm, 990nm, 583 nm, 362nm,
363nm, and 2383 nm whereas the most influential bands
defining the RLCC model are located at 746nm, 689nm,
351nm, 740 nm, 929nm, and 350nm. After inspecting both
models, it is evident that both models are deep models exhi-
biting many different complex decision rules. The complexity
of the FSD and RLCCmodels hinders the simultaneous inter-
pretation of both models.

The correlation coefficient and RMSE were used to eval-
uate the predictive performance of STRT models used to pre-
dict FSD and RLCC for the three infestation levels (Table 2).
The results obtained in this study show that the correlation
coefficient determined on the validation set increased as the
level of infestation increased for both FSD (low: r=49%;
medium: r=51%; high: r=57%) and RLCC (low: r=64%;
medium: r=67%; high: r=86%). However, the RMSE deter-
mined on the training set and validation set for both FSD and
RLCC models was variable for the three infestation levels.
Overall, it can be observed that the validation set yielded a
weaker predictive performance than the training set for both
FSD and RLCC models for the three infestation levels
(Table 2). Despite the reduction, the FSD and RLCC models
constructed for the low infestation level still performed rela-
tively well. Comparatively, STRT models used to predict
RLCC yielded a better predictive performance than models
predicting FSD for the three infestation levels (Table 2).
The best predictive performance for FSD as indicated by

the validation set was achieved for the medium infesta-
tion level (r=51%, RMSE=0.33) while the best predictive
performance for RLCC was achieved for the high infestation
level (r=86%, RMSE=7.21).

3.5. Multitarget Regression Trees and Random Forest
Ensemble of Multitarget Regression Trees. MTRT models
used to simultaneously predict FSD and RLCC varied in size
and interpretability for the three infestation levels (low=23
nodes, medium=35 nodes, and high=29 nodes). The smal-
lest most interpretable MTRT model was constructed for
the low infestation level (size = 23 nodes) while the largest
least interpretable model was constructed for the medium
infestation level (size = 35 nodes). Overall, the MTRT models
constructed were small in size with few decision rules result-
ing in models that are less complex and more interpretable.

Each MTRT model was inspected to determine key
spectral regions and identify influential bands that were
used as decision rules to construct the models. The most
influential bands used to split the observations at the root
nodes were located in the visible region (350–700nm) more
specifically at 694nm, 661 nm, and 689 nm for the low,
medium, and high infestation levels, respectively (Figure 5).
Generally, bands from the visible region (350–700nm) were
used as decision rules to construct each model for the three
infestation levels.

Figure 6 illustrates the MTRT used to simultaneously
predict FSD and RLCC for the high infestation level. The
most important band at the root node is band 698 nm located
in the red edge region. However, the most influential bands
for biocontrol damage prediction are bands from both the
visible region (350 nm, 363nm, and 689nm) and the near-
infrared region (743 nm, 757 nm, and 1001 nm).

The predictive performance (correlation coefficient and
RMSE) of the MTRTs and RF-MTRTs for the three infesta-
tion levels is presented in Table 3. The MTRT correlation
coefficient calculated on the validation set increased as the
infestation level increased for both FSD (low: r=45%;
medium: r=46%; high: r=50%) and RLCC (low: r=57%;
medium: r=59%; high: r=77%). However, the RMSE deter-
mined on the training set and validation set was variable for
both FSD and RLCC across the three infestation levels. In
particular, the correlation coefficient calculated on the valida-
tion set was 45% when predicting FSD and 57% when pre-
dicting RLCC for the low infestation level (Table 3).
Despite the reduction in predictive performance from the
training set, the test model still generalizes relatively well
to unseen observations. However, the best predictive per-
formance for FSD and RLCC as indicated by the validation
set was achieved for the high infestation level (Table 3).
Overall, MTRTs predicted RLCC better than FSD for the
three infestation levels as indicated by the training and vali-
dation accuracies (Table 3).

RF-MTRTs consistently achieved a higher predictive per-
formance than single MTRTs when predicting FSD and
RLCC for the three infestation levels (Table 3). The ensemble
of MTRTs increased the FSD correlation coefficient between
10% and 20% as compared to single MTRTs for the three
infestation levels. Similarly, RF-MTRTs predicting RLCC
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Figure 3: The most influential bands used to construct (a) STRTs to
predict RLCC and (b) STRTs to predict FSD for the low, medium,
and high infestation levels.
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yielded an improved correlation coefficient of between 6%
and 19% as compared to single MTRTs. These results are
encouraging highlighting the implementation and utility of
an ensemble regression approach to improve the predictive
performance of MTRTs. Similar to the results achieved by
the MTRTs, the correlation coefficient calculated on the val-
idation set increased as the infestation level increased for
both FSD (low: r=55%; medium: r=63%; high: r=70%)
and RLCC (low: r=63%; medium: r=78%; high: r=88%).
In addition, the RMSE was variable across the three infes-
tation levels (Table 3). The validation set yielded weaker
predictive performance that the training set for both FSD
and RLCC for the three infestation levels (Table 3). RF-
MTRT predicted FSD and RLCC relatively well for the low
infestation level (Table 3). However, the best predictive per-
formance for FSD and RLCC as indicated by the validation
set was achieved for the high infestation level (Table 3).

4. Discussion

4.1. Model Size and Interpretability. MTRTs are the best
regression tree models to interpret and understand the
relationship between reflectance spectra and biocontrol mea-
sures. The size of a single MTRT used to simultaneously pre-
dict FSD and RLCC is smaller than the sum of the STRTs
constructed for each response variable for the three infec-
tion levels. MTRTs are less complex in nature because
they capture general information about the response vari-
ables while considering interactions between response var-
iables [33]. It is more beneficial to interpret a single
MTRT that describes all the response variables as com-
pared to interpreting each STRT separately and reconciling
the decision rules between trees [34]. Even though the
studies did not predict biocontrol measures from hyper-
spectral data, the results achieved in this study are consis-
tent with the results obtained by Stojanova et al. [30],
Kocev et al. [29], and Kocev and Džeroski [33] demon-
strating that MTRTs are generally smaller in size and
more interpretable than STRTs. Overall, MTRTs are small
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Figure 4: Individual STRTs used to predict (a) FSD and (b) RLCC from canopy spectral reflectance for the high infestation level.

Table 2: Predictive performance of the STRTs for the low, medium,
and high infestation levels.

Correlation
coefficient (%)

Root mean square
error

(FSD—number of
feeding scars;
RLCC-SPAD

units)
Infestation level Target Train Validation Train Validation

Low
FSD 76 49 0.28 0.40

RLCC 96 64 1.98 6.14

Medium
FSD 93 51 0.13 0.33

RLCC 92 67 3.14 6.15

High
FSD 90 57 20.63 48.31

RLCC 97 86 2.70 7.21

RLCC: relative leaf chlorophyll content; FSD: Feeding scar damage.
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Figure 5: The most influential bands used to construct MTRTs
to predict RLCC and FSD for the low, medium, and high
infestation levels.
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interpretable models that can be implemented efficiently to
predict biocontrol measures from hyperspectral canopy
reflectance.

In this study, the most influential bands used to partition
the observations at the root nodes of MTRT models are
located in the red edge region more specifically at 694nm,
661nm, and 689nm for the low, medium, and high infesta-
tion levels, respectively. Red-edge bands are directly corre-
lated with RLCC and are affected by vegetation stress
consequently its central role in partitioning the observations
is logical [53, 54]. The central role of red-edge bands also sug-
gests that RLCC is the dominant response variable being pre-
dicted from spectral reflectance. Generally, bands from the
visible region (350–700nm) are used as decision rules to con-
struct each model for the three infection levels. This is ratio-
nal because weevil feeding stress negatively affects the plant’s
ability to perform photosynthesis, causing chlorophyll to
deteriorate and absorb less efficiently thus influencing visible
reflectance [15]. However, weevil feeding stress also affects
the morphology of the leaf, in particular destroying the
lamina, epidermis, and mesophyll cells thus influencing
reflectance in the near-infrared region [55, 56]. Nonetheless,
variables with the most explanatory power were primarily
selected from the visible region as compared to the near-
infrared region highlighting the importance of the visible
region to predict biocontrol measures.

Comparatively, STRTs were larger in size, more complex
in nature, and less interpretable because they captured more
detailed information about the response variables. Results
from this study show that the size and complexity of STRTs
are influenced by the level of infestation. The size of STRTs
predicting RLCC decreased as the infestation level decreased
whereas the size of STRTs predicting FSD decreased as the
infestation level increased. This was attributed to more tests

being required to partition the observations because as the
level of infestation increases for FSD and decreases for RLCC,
the variance of the response variable decreases. For exam-
ple, for the high infestation, FSD damage was very exten-
sive and uniform that recorded values were similar and
variance lower. Similarly, for the low infestation level, feed-
ing damage was minimal at this stage resulting in infested
plants having a similar RLCC to healthy plants. Generally,
STRTs constructed for FSD and RLCC used different bands
at the root node and a different sequence of bands to model
each response variable for each infestation level. This added
complexity to the interpretation of STRTs because it was
difficult to reconcile the information contained in both trees
to determine variables with the most explanatory power.
Similar observations were noted by Kocev et al. [34] who
compared single target, multitarget, and ensembles to model
a compound index of vegetation condition. Overall, STRTs
are larger, less interpretable, and less informative than
MTRTs to predict biocontrol measures from hyperspectral
canopy reflectance.

4.2. Single Target Regression Trees and Multitarget Regression
Trees. The predictive performance of both MTRTs and
STRTs for all infection levels is relatively strong. A compari-
son between MTRTs and STRTs reveals that STRTs have a
slightly higher predictive performance than MTRTs for all
infestation levels (Table 2; Table 3). The lower predictive per-
formance of MTRTs could be attributed to the complex
nature of interactions between biocontrol measures. The
results obtained in this study were similar to that obtained
by Kocev et al. [29] who observed that STRTs performed
equally or slightly better than MTRTs. The lower predictive
performance of MTRTs should not be a deterrent to its
implementation. Many studies still advocate its utility for
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Figure 6: An example of a MTRT to simultaneously predict FSD and RLCC from canopy spectral reflectance for the high infestation level.

Table 3: Predictive performance of the MTRTs and RF-MTRTs for low, medium, and high infestation levels.

Multitarget regression trees RF multitarget regression trees
Correlation

coefficient (%)
Root mean square error (FSD—number
of feeding scars; RLCC-SPAD units)

Correlation
coefficient (%)

Root mean square error (FSD—number
of feeding scars; RLCC-SPAD units)

Infestation
level

Target
Train/

validation
Train/validation

Train/
validation

Train/validation

Low
FSD 74/45 0.28/0.41 95/55 0.16/0.36

RLCC 80/57 4.49/6.36 96/63 2.56/5.87

Medium
FSD 87/46 0.17/0.35 96/63 0.12/0.28

RLCC 88/59 3.63/6.73 97/78 2.19/4.99

High
FSD 85/50 25.34/44.66 98/70 15.23/35.55

RLCC 90/77 5.81/9.25 97/88 2.83/6.33

RLCC: relative leaf chlorophyll content; FSD: feeding scar damage.
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multitarget prediction because of its ease of interpretation
[29, 34]. However, one of the key limiting factors of both
STRTs and MTRTs is that trees constructed on the valida-
tion dataset performed much lower than trees constructed
on the training dataset for all infection levels. For example,
the correlation coefficient of MTRTs constructed on the
validation dataset for the medium infestation level was 29%
lower than the training dataset when predicting RLCC. This
finding was previously observed by Kocev et al. [29] who
also noted that the predictive power of STRT and MTRT
models on unseen observations was weak. Despite the fact
that STRTs and MTRTs overfit the training dataset, both
MTRTs and STRTs predicted RLCC better than FSD for
all infection levels. In particular, it is assumed that MTRTs
and STRTs predict FSD more accurately at the low infec-
tion levels because it is the dominant form of damage and
a reduction in RLCC is only achieved after significant dam-
age is done [57]. However, result shows that of the two bio-
control measures, physiological damage is predicted better
from spectral data and the dominant biocontrol measure
at each infestation level. Overall, the findings show that
MTRTs perform well and are favored because they are
interpretable; however, they are suboptimal when predicting
biocontrol measures.

4.3. Multitarget Regression Trees and Random Forest
Multitarget Regression Trees. In this study, RF-MTRTs per-
form better than both STRTs and MTRTs for all infestation
levels (Table 2; Table 3). The predictive performance of
RF-MTRTs for all infestation levels was strong. When com-
pared to MTRTs, RF-MTRTs improved the predictive per-
formance by between 7% and 21% on the training set and
between 6% and 20% on the validation set. This is because
RF-MTRTs combine the predictions of numerous base
predictive models thereby increasing the overall predictive
performance of the model [33]. The results obtained in
this study compare favorably with studies conducted by
Stojanova et al. [30] and Kocev et al. [58] who demonstrated
that RF-MTRTs provide better predictive performance than
MTRTs. This clearly demonstrates the utility of RF-MTRTs
as a modelling technique as it is able to simultaneously pre-
dict multiple response variables while still achieving high
predictive performance.

RF-MTRTs predicted both biocontrol measures for low
infection levels with a relatively high accuracy and better
than MTRTs. The ability to predict biocontrol measures
accurately at the initial stages of the infestation is highly
beneficial to biocontrol initiatives in determining if weevil
populations are alive and establishing within water hyacinth
infestations. This will enable water resource managers to
establish the efficacy of the weevil and if supplementary wee-
vil releases are required. The highest predictive performance
was achieved for the high infestation level using RF-MTRTs.
Generally, this was expected because of the extensive damage
of both biocontrol measures. The ability to predict high and
medium infestation levels is also beneficial as it provides an
indication of areas where further interventions are not
required. However, as mentioned in the sections above, RF-
MTRTs are limited in their interpretability. Kocev et al.

[58] suggested implementing both MTRTs and RF-MTRTs
to a prediction problem. MTRT offer trees that are more
interpretable for knowledge extraction whereas RF-MTRTs
offer improved predictive performances. Utilizing both
modelling techniques will be highly beneficial when predict-
ing biocontrol measures on water hyacinth plants. Overall,
the results from this study demosntrate the excellent perfor-
mance of RF-MTRTs in predicting biocontrol measures from
spectral information.

5. Conclusion

This study demonstrates the benefits of implementing
MTRTs and RF-MTRTs to predict biocontrol measures
from hyperspectral data on water hyacinth plants. MTRTs
that predicted multiple biocontrol measures simulta-
neously were smaller and more interpretable than STRTs
for all infection levels. Variables with the most explanatory
power were primarily located in the visible region
highlighting the importance of the visible region to predict
biocontrol measures. While MTRTs achieved acceptable
predictive accuracies, RF-MTRTs employing an ensemble
approach were more effective in estimating biocontrol
measures achieving a higher predictive performance. How-
ever, owing to the size of the forest, interpretation of RF-
MTRTs was impractical. Consequently, for operational
use, water resource managers should seek to implement
MTRTs for information generation but implement RF-
MTRTs to yield high predictive accuracies. Future research
should investigate the implementation of MTRT models
and RF-MTRT models using new generation satellite sen-
sors, for example, WorldView-2 or Sentinel-2A satellite
sensors. Furthermore, future studies should explore detect-
ing and modelling other previsual physiological indicators
of vegetation stress, such as leaf water content and chloro-
phyll fluorescence, using spectral information. Overall, this
study highlights the opportunities available to environ-
mental managers for quantifying the severity of biocontrol
damage and assessing the efficacy of biocontrol agents.
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